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How I got started:
Friends of ours recommended PUSH Green
because of the work that PUSH Buffalo does in the
community. Being new to Buffalo I wasn’t sure who I
could trust to work on our home so I took my friend’s
recommendation and called PUSH Green.
How the program worked:

Anya Bernstein - Anderson Place
Buffalo, NY
Anaya’s Home - Built in 1870
“We knew by the age of the house that there
were probably some things that we could do to
help us save money on our monthly utility bills.”
Working with PUSH Green took away the
headaches often involved with doing home
improvement work.
PUSH Green makes energy efficiency easy!

The process was simple and hassle free. After
my Energy Advocate, Alex, came to my home and
helped me figure out the program that worked best
for me, PUSH Green took care of the rest. The
contractors they selected were timely, professional,
and helped me understand how the work I wanted to
have done would really save me a lot of money in the
long run.
Things we had done:
We chose to have whole house insulation, foam
insulation, and air sealing done in our basement.
Our contractor addressed the issues with our old,
leaky, historic windows without having to replace
them. The free energy assessment helped us
identify other minor issues in our home that we were
previously unaware of.
How the money works:

The Best Part!

Knowing that PUSH Green is working with trusted
contractors that do right by the community was the
best part. Being new to a city, it’s hard to find reliable
contractors that get the work done in a timely and
professional manner. With PUSH Green I didn’t have to
worry about any of that - they took care of everything.

We’re here to help make energy efficiency
happen in our community.
Call PUSH Green at (716) 886-1780 or visit
pushgreenwny.org

As part of PUSH Green’s Friends and Neighbors
program we were able to qualify for a discount that
helped us save enough money that we didn’t even
have to finance our project! Now that the work has
been paid for we can begin to see real savings on
our monthly utility bills and keep a little extra money
in our pockets.

We’re PUSH Green, a constituency-based organization, making it easier for
homeowners, renters, landlords, not-for-profits and small businesses to participate
in energy efficiency programs offered by the New York State Energy Research and
Development Authority (NYSERDA). In addition to cutting waste and saving people
money, these programs spark job and business opportunities—right here in our
neighborhoods. We’ll help you take the first step.

